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Inventory management is an important aspect of many businesses. Good
inventory management ensures good customer service while maintaining
low operating costs. We will here present a brief overview of some key
aspects in inventory management and how they are interlinked.
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Inventory management is about
balancing costs and customer service.
The main costs in inventory
management typically involves
transport and holding costs. These are
a result of the choices taken about
order interval, lot size, safety stock, and
delivery time.

However, reducing costs too much,
and thereby evoking a lower customer
service level will cost both lost sales
and goodwill.
 
So, what is the right balance?

Figure 1. Proper inventory management is about balancing costs and customer satisfaction



If there is a stable demand and there is a continued review of the inventory,
inventory levels will typically run in cycles. This is illustrated below.
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Some obvious, but important observations can be made from the figure. Typically,
what a company can control is the order lot size and the delivery time. From the figure
it can be derived, that the average inventory level is given as:

Figure 2. The stock level
varies in cycles. Average

stock binding is dependent
upon lot size, delivery time,

and order uncertainty.

Average inventory = (Lot size/2) + safety stock



A greater lot size will therefore
increase the holding costs. On the
other hand, it will at the same time
decrease the order interval and
thereby decrease the transport costs.
Another potential benefit from an
increased order lot size is the
utilization of economics of scale.
 
A longer delivery time will increase
the uncertainty in demand and
therefore increase the needed safety
stock. In goods with a high demand
uncertainty, it will be hard to
maintain a good customer service 
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level while delivery times are high,
without bulking safety stock.
However, it might be impossible or
expensive to reduce the delivery
times and in those cases the safety
stock must account for the increased
uncertainty.
 
All in all, it is apparent that no
general point about the right balance
can be made. It will inevitably depend
on the capital binding in the product,
the transport options available, and
the desired service level towards the
customers.
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1. Your inventory management should match your market.
 
2. Stock binding will be cyclic.
 
3. Safety stock must absorb demand uncertainty during the delivery
time and should be scaled for such.

Are you interested in getting inputs to how you find the right

balance in your inventory management? Contact Head of Digital

& Innovation, Kenneth Sandgaard, on ksa@freja.com or on +45

9670 5360.
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